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Error code: 0x80070035 Error message: The network path was not found I am also getting the error
"\\computerwurld\j is not accessible. You might not have. Server Fault is a question and answer site for system
and network administrators. Join them; it only takes a minute: Sign up
Hey y'all. We have a server on the network which contains software and data that we use in a client/server
setting. To install the client side we do the following.
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have permission to use this network resource. Contact the. Server Fault is a question and answer site for
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I am just going to say that this place is not what it
Belkin International, Inc., including all affiliates and subsidiaries (“Belkin”, “us” or “we”) thanks you for choosing
one of our Belkin, Linksys or WeMo.
Apr 17, 2012. Drive Maps Fail with Error Code: 0x80070043 the network name cannot be found.
http://www.novell.com/support/viewContent.do?exter . This error, code 80070043 occurs when you try to map a
network drive with a VBScript. A wild guess: you have mistyped the name of your share name. I right click
"Computer", then choose "Map network drive". connect, then asks for credentials (if I checked that off), then
gives the error "0x80070043 The network name cannot be found." https://www.myserver.com/webdav.
Server Fault is a question and answer site for system and network administrators. Join them; it only takes a
minute: Sign up
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Thanks very much for creating this page. I have been going nuts trying to map a network drive to a web folder.
My problem was that I was using tomcat webdav servlet. Belkin International, Inc., including all affiliates and
subsidiaries (“Belkin”, “us” or “we”) thanks you for choosing one of our Belkin, Linksys or WeMo.
Hey y'all. We have a server on the network which contains software and data that we use in a client/server
setting. To install the client side we do the following.
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Mount a Web Folder as a mapped network drive with help from the Webclient service.
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Error code: 0x80070035 Error message: The network path was not found I am also getting the error
"\\computerwurld\j is not accessible. You might not have. Server Fault is a question and answer site for system
and network administrators. Join them; it only takes a minute: Sign up
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Server Fault is a question and answer site for system and network administrators. Join them; it only takes a
minute: Sign up
This error, code 80070043 occurs when you try to map a network drive with a VBScript. A wild guess: you have
mistyped the name of your share name. Nov 7, 2012. Doing this caused an error on my basic Windows 2008
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Error code: 0x80070035 Error message: The network path was not found I am also getting the error
"\\computerwurld\j is not accessible. You might not have.
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I right click "Computer", then choose "Map network drive". connect, then asks for credentials (if I checked that
off), then gives the error "0x80070043 The network name cannot be found." https://www.myserver.com/webdav.
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This error, code 80070043 occurs when you try to map a network drive with a VBScript. A wild guess: you have
mistyped the name of your share name. I can open the HTTP web site with IE, both by host name and by IP..
When connecting I get 'network not found' error code 0x80070043. I receive the following error if I try to 'Map
Network Drive' for site via Windows Explorer . Apr 17, 2012. Drive Maps Fail with Error Code: 0x80070043 the
network name cannot be found. http://www.novell.com/support/viewContent.do?exter .
Belkin International, Inc., including all affiliates and subsidiaries (“Belkin”, “us” or “we”) thanks you for choosing
one of our Belkin, Linksys or WeMo. Server Fault is a question and answer site for system and network
administrators. Join them; it only takes a minute: Sign up Hey y'all. We have a server on the network which
contains software and data that we use in a client/server setting. To install the client side we do the following.
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